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Installation for compensation of geomagnetic storms in apartments for
prophylaxis and rehabilitation of magnetolabile patients
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Correlation between geomagnetic storms and various
disorders is known. Statistical investigations discover
correlation of hypertension crisises, infarctions, strokes,
mental disorders, rheumatic diseases, epidemics etc. with
geomagnetic activity [1], Geomagnetic field (GMF) of the

Earth undergoes various periodic, quasiperiodic and
sporadic disturbances. The intensity of geomagnetic
phenomena depends on solar activity cycle. The mechanism

of the influence of GMF disturbances on human being is
still unknown. We have obtained evidences for the

confirmation of a mechanism developed in Halberg
Chronobiology Center or University of Minnesota.
According to this hypothesis [2], external rhythms - the
rhythms of solar events, the rhythms of events in
interplanetary medium, in tenestrial atmosphere and
magnetosphere, influence on proper endogenous rhythms

biological objects. We examined the hypothesis by the

of

statistical data concerning

of

use

the functioning of

cardiovascular system of human being and find that quasi
7-day variations of interplanetary magnetic field, caused by
its sector structure, synchronize endogenous 7-day rhythms
of human beings [3]. We discovered the dependence of
quasi 7-day variations on I l-year solar cycle. This
statistical data reflect the mortality caused by myocardial
infarctions in Tbilisi from 1980 to 1992. The data gives the
possibility to separate distinctly the "magnetic week", with
duration of 6.8 day, from social week. The comparison of
this data with solar activity data accumulated in
Abastumani astrophysical observatory shows high
correlation of mortality with large-scale structures on the
Sun.

This investigation is oriented to the practical use in
medicine to increase the negative influence of helio and
geomagnetic events on patients, to protect them during post
operational period. The study includes statistical
investigations of diseases, helio and geophysical
observations and special clinical studies of patients
suffering from hard diseases of cardiovascular system.
These clinical studies use special hospital rooms with
unique equipment for isolation of patients from
geomagnetic storms (GMS) t4l. This equipment was
installed in some hospitals of Georgia. Each installation
gives the possibility to drive the parameters of magnetic

3,

fields created in these rooms by the use of Helmholtz coils.

One can compensate geomagnetic disturbances,

or

to

imitate the disturbances for physiological studies on healthy
volunteers.

The installation operates as an automatic control system
normal
variations of GMF. It consist of three main components:
- Magnetic system (Helmholtz coils) enveloping some

with inert zone corresponding to the range of
adjacent apartments,
Electronic device,
Magnetometer for measurements of GMF.

-

Magnetic system

is made from multiple cable and

represents orthogonally placed cavity circuits enveloping
the apartment. The main problem of the magnetic system
synthesis is to create uniform magnetic field in the part of
apartment where a patient is disposed. Uniformity of the
field determines the quality of the compensation of GMF
disturbances. This problem was solved by the modelling of
magnetic system configuration - calculations of number
and cavity circuits mutual disposition, ampere-turns values
and current directions in these circuits. Calculations are
made on the base of the number and overall dimensions of
apartments, their position in GMF and geographic latitude.
The mean consumed power for^ the apartment with
overall dimensions equal to 9x6x3 m' is not more then 20

VA.

Analogous installations have been

set in

two

of city Sochi (Russia), in Georgia in Tbilisi
Central Hospital, in Institute of Physiotherapeutic and in
Research Institute of Radiology and Interventional
Diagnostics. Some groups of patients with hypertonic
disease and hart ishemic disease were examined. A part of
patients were located in the wards with installations for
magnetocompensation, the other part in common wards.
sanatoriums

Observations revealed that magnetopatic response in
magnetocompensated wards were much weaker then in
common wards. During the study the pulse rate, respiration
rate, body temperature and arterial pressure was measured,
heart phase analysis, rheoencephalography, 24-hour
monitoring with electroencephalography was performed.
The negative influence of GMS on the clinical state of the
patients in magnetocompensated wards was significantly
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decreased. During 24-hour period the disturbance of cardiac
rhythm frequency and ST segment changes on the ECG are
characterized by certain recurrence.
The study of the effectiveness of magnetocompensation

We have analyzed the data, based on the results of

Holter s

cardiomonitoring (905

cases),

gravitational
influence has been experimentally investigated on rats,

magnetocompensated and routine ward cardiopathologic
observation (600 cases), findings of cardiopathological
lethal outcome (54728 card) as well as cardiologic
emergency incidences (368 889 first-aid cases). We can
firmly state that a violent GMS is able to cause frequent and
severe disturbances of cardiac ischemias and hypertension,
increase the frequency of myocardial infraction cases as
well as elevation of lethal outcomes in cardiac patients.
Analogous situation was observed during thunderstorms.

rabbits and dogs, as well as in-patients. Some aspects were
studied using observation findings and materials of medical
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